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FACTORIZATION OF THE NONLINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER
EQUATION AND APPLICATIONS
SWANHILD BERNSTEIN
Abstrat. We onsider fatorizations of the stationary and non-stationary Shrodinger
equation in Rn whih are based on appropriate Dira operators. These fator-
izations lead to a Miura transform whih is an analogue of the lassial one-
dimensional Miura transform but also losely related to the Riati equation. In
fat, the Miura transform is a nonlinear Dira equation. We give an iterative
proedure whih is based on x-point priniples to solve this nonlinear Dira
equation. The relationship to nonlinear Shrodinger equations like the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation are highlighted.
Keywords Cliord analysis, Shrodinger equation, nonlinear Dira equation
Mathematical Subject Classification. Primary 30G35, Seondary 35J10,
35F30, 35Q55.
1. Introdution
Also today nonlinear equations and operators are a hallenge. But it is also
well-known that transformations do a good job in understanding and solving non-
linear equations. One famous transform is the Miura transform ([27℄, 1968) whih
in one spatial dimension represents a onnetion between Korteweg{de Vries equa-
tions. The Miura transform an also be onsidered as a speial ase of the Riati
equation and an be used to fatorize the (stationary) Shrodinger equation. In
higher dimensions Cliord algebras and analysis give the possibility to generalize
the fatorizations into higher spatial dimensions and even to spae-time domains
(t, x) ∈ R+ ×G ⊂ R+ × Rn.
Fatorization of seond order dierential operators have been studied several times.
Fatorizations of the Helmholtz operator in ase of a real wave number had been
studied by K. Gurlebek [11℄ and K. Gurlebek/W. Sproig in their books [12℄, [13℄.
Z. Xu [33℄, [34℄, F. Brakx and N. van Aker [6℄ and together with R. Delanghe
and F. Sommen [7℄ onsidered generalized Dira operators of type D + k, with
the Dira operator D and k is a omplex number. E. Obolashvili [28℄, [29℄ and
later on Huang Liede [14℄ investigated the ase of purly vetorial k. Fundamental
solutions for the Dira operator D+a, where a is a paravetor, are desribed in [2℄.
Fatorizations of the Helmholtz equation and the related Dira operators D + α,
where α is a omplex quaternion are investigated by V. V. Kravhenko and M. V.
Shapiro [20℄, [21℄. In the ontext of Maxwell's equations operators generalized
Dira operators onsidered in [24℄ by A. MIntosh and M. Mitrea.
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After this introdution we give a short overview of the Cliord operator alulus in
general, starting with Cliord algebras and then desribing Cliord analysis and
operator alulus as they needed for appliations to equations of mathematial
physis independently of a spei Cliord algebra.
In the next setion examples are presented, where the main emphasize is laid on
the Dira operator and assoiated monogeni funtions. The last example are
paraboli Dira operators whih allows to fatorize the heat equation.
Setion 3 is onerned with the non-stationary Shrodinger operator and appro-
priate fatorizations by paraboli Dira operators.
In Setion 4 we investigate the fatorization of the stationary and non-stationary
Shrodinger equation whih will lead to the Miura transform.
With the Miura transform as a nonlinear Dira equation and a proedure based
on x-point priniples to solve this nonlinear equation is setion 5 onerned.
The last setion deals with the Gross-Pitaevskii equation and it's relation to a
nonlinear Shrodinger equation and the Miura transform.
2. Clifford Operator Calulus
The onnetion of analysis and algebra has reated an deeper understanding of
physis and natural sienes. On way to algebra to reate analysis an be done by
the use of Cliord algebras.
2.1. Clifford algebras. Let e1, . . . , en be an orthonormal basis of R
n. The Cliord
algebra Cℓn,0 is the free algebra generated modulo
x2 = −|x|2e0,
where e0 is the identity of the Cliord algebra and the basis elements full the
anti-ommuting relations:
eiej + ejei = ±2δije0,
where δij denotes the Kroneker symbol. Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n} and for eah
non-empty subset A of N set
eA = eA1 . . . eAk , A = {A1, . . . , Ak}, 1 ≤ A1 < A2 < . . . < Ak ≤ n.
By onvention e∅ = e0 the identity of the Cliord algebra.
There are three operations on a Cliord algebra. The prinipal automorphism
e′A = (−1)|A|eA, A ⊆ N,
where |A| is the ardinality of A, the prinipal anti-automorphism
e∗A = (−1)
1
2
|A|(|A|−1)eA,
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while the onjugation is the deomposition of the prinipal automorphism and
anti-automorphism
e¯A = (e
∗
A)
′ = (e′A)
∗
= (−1) 12 |A|(|A|+1)eA.
It is easily seen that
e¯i = −ei, i = 1, . . . , n, and eiej = e¯j e¯i.
We will identify the Eulidean spae Rn with
∧1 Cℓ0,n the spae of all vetors of
Cℓ0,n, i.e. any element x ∈ Rn an be identied with
x =
n∑
i=1
xiei.
In this way it is easily seen that eah non-zero vetor has inverse given by
−x
|x|n
.
More on Cliord algebras and Cliord analysis an be found in the pioneering
book [4℄, the treatment of ellipti boundary value problems is onsidered in [12℄.
The funtion theoretial basis and the appliation to more ompliated partial
dierential equations like the Navier-Stokes equation is ontained in [13℄. A (om-
prehensive) funtion theory for the Dira operator is the book [5℄. A good de-
sription of Cliord analysis and its onnetion to lassial as well global analysis
an be found in [9℄.
2.1.1. Speial ases.
1. Complex numbers C ∼ Cℓ0,1 : Identifying 1 with e0 and the omplex unit i with
e1. We obtain that the omplex numbers C are equivalent to the Cliord algebra
Cℓ0,1.
2. Quaternions H ∼ Cℓ0,2 : Let us denote the basi elements of the quaternions by
1, i, j, k. Then
ij = k = −ji, jk = i = −kj, ki = j = −ik,
and we identify 1 = e0, i = e1, j = e2 and hene k = e1e2. Thus the quaternions H
an be identied with Cℓ0,2.
Remark 1. Generally Cliord algebras Cℓp,q are dened by the generating
elements ei, i = 1, . . . , en, n = p+ q, where
e2i = −1, i = 1, . . . , p, e2i = +1, i = p+ 1, . . . , p+ q = n,
and eiej + ejei = −2δije0.
But we restrit ourself to the ases Cℓ0,n and Cℓn,0 beause it is possible to
fatorize all typial types of seond order dierential operators by using these
Cliord algebras.
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2.2. Function spaces.
Let G ⊂ Rn be a bounded domain with suÆient smooth boundary Γ = ∂G, whose
omplement ontains a non-empty open set. Then, funtions f dened in G with
vales in Cℓ0,n are onsidered. These funtions may be written as
f(x) =
∑
A
fA eA, x ∈ G,
where eA = eh1 · · · ehk = eh1···hk , 1 ≤ h1 < . . . hk ≤ n, and e∅ = e0. Properties suh
as ontinuity, dierentiability, integrability and so on, whih are asribed to f have
to be possessed by all omponents fA(x). In this way the usual Banah spaes of
these funtions are denoted by Cα, Lp, W
k
p . The norm in the Banah-spaes B is
given by
||f ||B =
√∑
A
||fA||2B.
In partiular, we introdue in L2(G) of real-valued funtion fA the Cℓ0,n-valued
inner produt
〈f, g〉 :=
∫
G
f(x) · g(x) dx,
where f(x) =
∑
A fA eA. The inner produt is related to the L
2
-norm by
||f ||2L2 = sc 〈f, f〉 =
∑
A
|fA|2(x),
where sc g = g0e0 denotes the salar-part of g =
∑
A gA.
2.3. The operators D, T, F .
In this setion we desribe in a general way the basi operators whih will beome
speied by the use of a spei Cliord algebra. In general, let G be a domain
with smooth boundary ∂G = Γ and denote by n(y) the outward pointed normal
at y ∈ Γ. There are two ways of onsideration, the lassial one whih assumes the
domain G to have a Ljapunov boundary Γ, i.e. Γ is of lass C1,α with arbitrary
α > 0 [12℄, [13℄. But these strong assumption on the boundary an be weakened
to the onsideration of strongly Lipshitz domains [22℄, [23℄.
We onsider a dierential operator D whih is a "square root" of a seond order
dierential operator and therefore possesses a fundamental solution e(x), i.e.
De(x) = δ(x) in G.
Beause the multipliation in Cliord algebras is not ommutative we have to
distinguish between left-monogeni funtions, i.e. funtions f suh that Df =
0 and right-monogeni funtions g, whih full gD = 0. Then the onvolution
integral operator
Tu = −e ⋆ u = −
∫
G
e(x− y)u(y) dy
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is a right but not a left inverse of the operator D and there exists an operator
(Fu)(x) =
∫
Γ
e(x− y)n(y)u(y) dΓy, x ∈ G,
suh that
DT = I and TD + F = I.
The operator F appears by applying the formula of partial integration. By taking
limits we obtain
lim
insideG/outsideG→Γ
Fg = ±g + Sg,
with a Hilbert-type operator
(Su)(x) = 2
∫
Γ
e(x− y)n(y)u(y) dΓy, x ∈ Γ.
2.4. Decompositions. Another general prinipal is that
L2(G) = kerD ⊕ imD∗. (1)
It is a hallenge to prove that the (orthogonal) omplement is imD∗, this set is
losed itself. Now, it is easy to see that this deomposition denes (orthogonal)
projetions P and Q.
Remark 2. The just mentioned deomposition are orthogonal in L2 and an
be extended to diret sums in Lp, 1 < p <∞, and in Sobolev spaes W kp , p ≥ 1.
The onnetion between the operator F and the Hilbert-type operator S give
raise to another deomposition whih is based on the (orthogonal) projetions
P = 1
2
(I + S) and Q = 1
2
(I − S). This is a Hardy-type deomposition
L2(Γ) = imP ⊕ imQ. (2)
An interesting onnetion is given between (1) and (2) in the way that f ∈ kerD
if and only if tr f ∈ imP. This onnetion is given by the Plemelj-Sokhitzkij's for-
mulas whih tell us that tr f ∈ imP if and only tr f has a monogeni ontinuation
f into G, i.e. Df = 0.
2.5. Examples.
2.5.1. Dira operator. Here, D denotes the Dira operator
Df =
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
,
whih fatorizes the Laplaian:
DD = −∆n,
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where ∆n denotes the Laplaian in R
n, and we obtain the fundamental solution
of the Dira operator by applying the Dira operator to the fundamental solution
of the Laplaian H. We get the generalized Cauhy kernel
e(x) =
−1
ωn
x
|x|n ,
where ωn denotes the surfae area of the unit sphere in R
n. The rst onlusion is
Corollary 1 (Borel-Pompeiu formula). Let G be a bounded strongly Lipshitz
domain of Rn. If f ∈ W 1p (G), 1 < p <∞, we have
Ff + TDf =
{
f, inG,
0, inRn\G¯.
Similar to the ase of one-dimensional omplex variables we an dene Hardy
spaes [25℄. Let us denote by G+ = G and G− = R
n\G¯.
Definition 1. For a funtion F : G± → Cℓ0,n and 1 < p <∞ we set
||F ||Hp := sup
δ>0
{∫
Γ
|F (x± δ)|p dΓx
} 1
p
,
and dene the Hardy spaes of monogeni funtions
Hp(G±) := {f is left monogeni in G±; ||f ||Hp <∞}.
There is also a onnetion to the boundary values of funtions from the Hardy
spaes Hp(G±).
Corollary 2. Let 1 < p < ∞. For a left monogeni funtion H in G, the
following are equivalent
(1) H ∈ Hp(G);
(2) There exists h ∈ Lp(Γ) suh that H is the (right) Cauhy integral
extension of h, i.e. H(x) = Fh(x) for x in G;
(3) H has a non-tangential boundary limit H+(x) at almost any point
x ∈ Γ, i.e. there exists
H+(x) := lim
{y∈x+Σα, y→x}
H(y) for a.e. x ∈ Γ,
and H is the (right) Cauhy integral extension of its boundary trae.
In addition the norms || · ||Hp and ||H+||Lp are equivalent, i.e.
||H||Hp = ||H+||Lp.
The most important singular onvolution operator is the singular Cauhy inte-
gral operator S on Γ, dened for almost all x ∈ Γ by
Sf(x) = 2 lim
ε→0
∫
{y∈Γ: |x−y|>ε}
e(x− y)n(y)f(y) dΓy.
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Corollary 3 (Plemelj-Sokhotzkij's formula). Let G be a bounded strongly Lip-
shitz domain of Rn with boundary ∂G = Γ. If f ∈ Lp(Γ), 1 < p <∞, then
(Pf)(x) = lim
{ε→0
∫
y∈Γ: |x−y|>ε}
e(x− y)n(y)f(y) dΓy + 1
2
f(x)
=
1
2
(I + S) f(x).
and hene
(Qf)(x) =
1
2
(I − S) f(x).
Moreover, we have
Sf = 2Pf(x)− f(x) and Sf = −2Qf + f.
The equality of the integrals is shown in [22℄. It follows from Calderon-Zygmund
theory. We have
Corollary 4. The spae Lp(Γ), 1 < p <∞, posses the deomposition
Lp(Γ) = imP ∩ Lp(Γ)⊕ imQ ∩ Lp(Γ),
where the deomposition is orthogonal in ase p = 2 and diret in ase p 6= 2.
Moreover, the spaes imP ∩ Lp(Γ) and imQ ∩Lp(Γ) an be identied with the
boundary values of the Hardy spaes Hp(G±).
The Teodoresu transform is given by
Tf(x) =
1
ωn
∫
G
x− y
|x− y|nf(y) dy
and from Borel-Pompeiu's formula we immediately onlude that
tr Tf ∈ imQ.
2.5.2. Cauhy-Riemann operator. Now, D denotes the Cauhy-Riemann opera-
tor
Df =
∂f
∂x0
+
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
and D¯f =
∂f
∂x0
−
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
.
Also the Cauhy-Riemann operator fatorizes the Laplaian. We have
DD = ∆n+1,
where∆n+1 denotes the Laplaian in R
n+1, and we obtain the fundamental solution
of the generalized Cauhy kernel
e(x) =
1
ωn+1
x
|x|n+1 ,
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where ωn+1 denotes the surfae area of the unit sphere in R
n+1.
The Cauhy-Riemann operator an be transform into a Dira operator by multi-
pliation with en+1 :
∂f
∂x0
−
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
en+1 =
∂f
∂x0
en+1 −
n∑
j=1
ejen+1
∂f
∂xj
=
∂f
∂x0
En+1 −
n∑
j=1
Ej
∂f
∂xj
.
On the other hand the Dira operator an be transformed into the Cauhy-
Riemann operator:
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
(−en) = ∂f
∂xn
+
n−1∑
j=1
(−ejen) ∂f
∂xj
=
∂f
∂xn
+
n−1∑
j=1
Ej
∂f
∂xj
.
2.5.3. ∂-operator. The simplest ase ours when the underlying Cliord algebra
is just equivalent to the omplex numbers, i.e. Cℓ0,1 ∼ C. In this ase we have the
omplex Cauhy-Riemann operators
∂¯z =
∂
∂x
+ i
∂
∂y
and ∂z =
∂
∂x
− i ∂
∂y
whih an be identied with
D =
∂
∂x
+ e1
∂
∂y
and D¯ =
∂
∂x
− e1 ∂
∂y
where ∂¯ is identied with D and we have the properties
∂¯∂ = ∂∂¯ = DD¯ = D¯D = ∆ =
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
.
The fundamental solution of the ∂¯-operator is the Cauhy kernel
e(z) = − 1
2π i
1
z
=
1
2π
1
z
i ∼ 1
2π
z
|z|2 e1
and we have the generalized Cauhy formula (Cauhy-Green formula, Borel for-
mula, ...) as an anolog of the Borel-Pompeiu formula:
f(z) =
1
2π i
∫
Γ
f(ζ)
ζ − z dζ −
1
π
∫
G
∂¯f(ζ)
ζ − z , dζ.
2.5.4. Generalized Dira and Cauhy-Riemann operators. We start with the
Dira operator and onsider the disturbed operator
D + α =
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
+ α
and
(D + α)(D − α) = DD − α2 = −∆− α2,
where α is a salar-valued funtion. But we an do even more
(D + a)(D + a¯) = DD + aa¯ = −∆− |a|2.
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An extensive study of these generalized or disturbed Dira operators an be found
in [20℄ and [21℄.
2.5.5. Paraboli Dira operators. Reently (f. [8℄), it was also possible to fa-
torize the heat equation by a Witt-type basis. Whih means to add two additional
generating elements f and f+, where
ff+ + f+f = 1,
f2 = (f+)
2
= 0,
f ej + ej f = 0,
f+ej + ej f
+ = 0.
and
D±x,t =
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
+ f∂t ± f+,
where
(D±x,t)
2 = −∆± ∂t,
i.e. D+x,t fatorizes the heat operator. The fundamental solution for the heat
operator is
e(x, t) =
H(t)
(2
√
π t)n
e−
|x|2
4t ,
where H(t) denotes the Heaviside-funtion. More on paraboli Dira operators
and the appliation to the non-stationary Navier-Stokes equation an be found in
the already mentioned paper [8℄.
3. Paraboli Dira operators related to the Shr

odinger equation
Let us denote with C the spae-time domain C = Gt × [0, ∞) ⊂ {(x, t) ∈
Rn × R+} and by ∂C = G ∪M, where M = Γt × [0,∞), its suÆiently smooth
boundary. With the subindex t we emphasis the fat that the spae domain (and
therefore M) an depend on the time level t, but has to be bounded for all times
t ∈ [0, ∞).
The onsideration of the Shrodinger equation is similar to the heat equation
but the Shrodinger equations reads as
−i∂t −∆n,
where ∆n again denotes the Laplaian in R
n. It is easily seen that we obtain a
fundamental solution of the Shrodinger equation from the fundamental solution
of the heat equation by the transform t→ it, hene
E(x, t) =
H(t)
(2
√
π i t)n
ei
|x|2
4t ,
where H(t) denotes the Heaviside-funtion.
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We onsider the operators
D±x,t =
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
+ f ∂t ± if+,
and hene
(D±x,t)
2u = D±x,tD
±
x,tu = (Dx + f∂t ± if+)(Dxu+ f∂tu± if+u)
= DxDxu− fDx∂tu∓ if+Dxu+ fDx∂tu
+ f2∂2t u± ff+∂tu± if+Dxu+±if+f∂tu−
(
f+
)2
u
= −∆u± i(ff+ + if+f)∂tu = −∆u ± i∂tu.
Next, we onsider the redued dierential operator
Dx,t =
n∑
j=1
ej
∂f
∂xj
+ f ∂t.
If we introdue the sigma-form
dσx,t = Dx,t⌋dVx dt
we write Stokes theorem as follows∫
∂C
f dσx,t g =
∫
C
(f Dx,t) g + f (Dx,t g) dVx dt
and thus ∫
∂C
f dσx,t g =
∫
C
(f D+x,t) g + f (D
−
x,t g) dVx dt.
From the fundamental solution of the Shrodinger equation we an swith to the
fundamental solution of −∆+ i∂t by making a reetion t→ −t and applying D+x,t
from the right we obtain the fundamental solution
e(x, t) = E(x,−t)D+x,t =
H(−t)
(2
√
π i (−t))n e
−i
|x|2
4t (Dx + f∂t + if
+)
=
H(−t)
(2
√
π i (−t))n e
−i |x|
2
4t
(
−i
2t
n∑
j=1
xjej + f
(
− n
2t
+
i|x|2
4t2
)
+ if+
)
.
whih gives the Borel-Pompeiu formula for the operator D−x,t :∫
∂C
e(x− x0, t− t0) dσx,tg(x, t) = g(x0, t0) +
∫
C
e(x− x0, t− t0)(D−x,t g) dVx dt
and for g ∈ kerD−x,t Cauhy's integral formula:∫
∂C
e(x− x0, t− t0) dσx,tg(x, t) = g(x0, t0).
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4. Fatorization of the Shr

odinger equation
The fatorization of the Shrodinger equation is treated in several papers. Mostly
the fatorization is related to systems of dierential equations in mathematial
physis [1℄, [17℄, [18℄. In [19℄ espeially the relationship to the Riati equation
is investigated and quaternioni generalizations of the Riati equation had are
established.
A detailed fatorization of the stationary Shrodinger equation for n = 3, 4 in an
quaternioni ontext was treated in [3℄.
The Miura transform an be obtained by fatorizing the 1D Shrodinger equation:
− d
2
dx2
u− v(x)u = −
(
d
dx
+ a(x)
)(
d
dx
− a(x)
)
u.
We have
−
(
d
dx
+ a(x)
)(
d
dx
− a(x)
)
u
= −
(
d2u
dx2
− d
dx
(a(x)u) + a(x)
du
dx
− a2(x)u
)
= −
(
d2u
dx2
+
(
−da
dx
− a2(x)
)
u
)
and thus
da
dx
+ a2(x) = −v(x).
4.1. Factorization of the stationary Schro¨dinger equation. The Helmholtz
equation an be treated quite similar to the Laplae equation and an be used to
desribe Maxwell's equations. The relationship between Maxwell's equations as
a system of rst order dierential equations and the formulation in terms of the
Helmholtz equation is niely haraterized by the fatorization of the Helmholtz
equation. The Helmholtz equation and the fatorization in generalized Dira op-
erators is disussed in [20℄, [21℄, [15℄ and [26℄. In higher dimensions it is quite lear
that the Helmholtz operator may be fatorized by using Dira operators:
−∆− k2 = (D + k)(D − k).
More diÆult is the ase of a variable potential V0(x). We onsider the ase u =
u(x) = u(x)e0 and look for suitable funtions a with
(−∆− V0(x))u = (D + a(x))(D − a(x))u
= DDu−D(a(x)u) + a(x)Du− a2(x)u
= −∆u−Du · a(x) + a(x)Du−Da(x) · u− a2(x)u.
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The underlined part does not vanish, beause of the non-ommutativity of the
multipliations of elements of a Cliord algebra. Thus, we will hange our ap-
proah using a multipliation operator Ma(x) dened by
Ma(x)u(x) := u(x) · a(x).
Therefore
(−∆− V0(x))u =
(
D +Ma(x)
) (
D −Ma(x))u
= DDu−D(ua(x)) +Du · a(x)− uDa(x)− ua2(x)
= −∆u− (Da(x) + a2(x))u
or
Da(x) + a2(x) = V0(x). (3)
Equation (3) will be alled Miura transform. It is nonlinear Cliord-valued rst-
order partial dierential equation or equivalently a nonlinear real-valued rst-order
system of partial dierential equations.
4.2. Factorization of the non-stationary Schro¨dinger equation. Now, by
using the operator D−x,t we an also obtain a fatorization of the non-stationary
Shrodinger equation. Let us start with
(
D−x,t +M
a(x,t)
) (
D−x,t −Ma(x,t)
)
u(x, t)
= D−x,tD
−
x,tu(x, t)−D−x,t(u(x, t)a(x, t)) + (D−x,tu(x, t))a(x, t)− u(x, t)a2(x, t).
We have to evaluate
D−x,t(u(x, t)a(x, t)) =
(
Dx + f∂t − if+
)
(u(x, t)a(x, t))
= Dx(u(x, t)a(x, t)) + f(∂t(u(x, t)a(x, t)))− if+(u(x, t)a(x, t))
If we again assume that u = u(x, t) = u(x, t)e0 is a salar-valued funtion we an
onlude
= (Dxu(x, t))a(x, t) + u(x, t)(Dxa(x, t)) + f(∂tu)a(x, t) + u(x, t)f(∂ta(x, t))
−if+(u(x, t)a(x, t))
and nally
(
D−x,t +M
a(x,t)
) (
D−x,t −Ma(x,t)
)
u(x, t) =
= D−x,tD
−
x,tu(x, t)− (Dxu(x, t))a(x, t)− u(x, t)(Dxa(x, t))− f(∂tu(x, t))a(x, t)
− u(x, t)f(∂ta(x, t)) + if+(u(x, t)a(x, t)) + (D−x,tu(x, t))a(x, t)− u(x, t)a2(x, t)
= (−i∂t −∆n)u(x, t)− u(x, t)
(
Dxa(x, t) + f(∂ta(x, t)) + a
2(x, t)
)
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If we ompare the last relation with the non-stationary Shrodinger equation we
obtain
Dxa(x, t) + f(∂ta(x, t)) + a
2(x, t) = V (x, t) (4)
This equation is similar to the equation
∂tg +Dg + |g|2 = 0 (5)
whih has formal similarities to the anonial Riati equation. Equation (5 was
investigated in [16℄. We speify the equation (4) in the following way. In appli-
ations the potential usually depends only on x and not on t. Therefore, if we
onsider a potential V = V (x) equation (4) suggest to onsider also funtions
a = a(x) whih depend only on x. Whih implies that we will onsider vetor-
valued funtions a(x) depending only on x and we end up with the equation
Dxa(x) + a
2(x) = V (x), (6)
whih is the same as for the fatorization of the stationary Shrodinger equation.
5. The nonlinear Dira equation
In this setion we want to solve equation (6) under the following assumptions:
(1) the potential V = V (x) is a salar-valued funtion that depends only on
x ∈ G, where G is a ompat and smooth domain of Rn.
(2) we are looking for a vetor-valued funtion a(x) =
∑n
i=1 ai(x)ei that de-
pends only on x ∈ G.
If we apply the T -operator and use Borel-Pompeiu's formula (f. Corollary 1)
we obtain
a− Fa = T (V + |a|2),
beause we are only looking for a ∈ imQ we have Fa = 0 and we end up with
a = T (V + |a|2)
Our iteration proedure reads now as follows:
an := T (V + |an−1|2), n = 1, 2, . . . ,
Obviously, V (x) + |an−1|2 ∈ C reprodues an = T (V + |an−1|2) ∈
∧1 Cℓ0,n and
beause of tr T ∈ imQ, also tr an ∈ imQ.
That means that we also have to assume tr an−1 ∈ imQ.
Now, we onsider the regularity. The Teodoresu transform is a weakly singular
integral operator and therefore
V ∈ Lp(G)⇒ TV ∈ W 1p (G), 1 < p <∞,
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on the other hand Sobolev's embedding theorems W 1p (G) →֒ Lp∗(G), where p∗ ≤
np
n−p
≤ n, with embedding onstant C leads to the following. Set p∗ = 2p and
assume that an−1 ∈ W 1p (G). Then
|| |an−1|2 ||Lp =
(∫
G
|an−1(x)|2p dG
)1/p
=

∫
G
(
n∑
j=1
a2j,n−1(x)
) 1
2
·2p
dG


1/p
=
(∫
G
(
n∑
j=1
a2j,n−1(x)
)p
dG
)1/p
= ||
n∑
j=1
a2j,n−1(x)||Lp
≤
n∑
j=1
||a2j,n−1(x)||Lp =
n∑
j=1
(∫
G
a
2p
j,n−1(x) dG
)1/p
=
n∑
j=1
||aj,n−1(x)||2L2p ≤
n∑
j=1
C2 ||aj,n−1(x)||2W 1p = C2 ||an−1(x)||2W 1p ,
i.e. an−1 ∈ W 1p (G) implies |an−1|2 ∈ Lp(G) and nally also T |an−1|2 ∈ W 1p (G).
Thus we assume that n > p and
np
n− p ≥ 2p ⇐⇒ np ≥ 2np− p
2 ⇐⇒ 2p2 ≥ np ⇐⇒ 2p ≥ n ⇐⇒ p ≥ n
2
.
Therefore we need the following assumptions too:
(1) n > p ≥ n
2
> 1, if n > 2 (or n > p > 1 if n = 2), p ∈ R,
(2) an−1 ∈ W 1p (G) and tr an−1 ∈ imQ ∩W
1− 1
p
p (Γ).
The last assumption involves that if an−1 belongs to W
1
p (G) due to the trae
theorem for Sobolev spaes tr an−1 belongs to W
1− 1
p
p (Γ).
In order to apply xed-point theorems we rst prove the boundedness of the
sequene {an}. We have
||an||W 1p ≤ ||T ||[Lp,W 1p ]
(||V ||Lp + || |an−1|2||Lp)
≤ k1
(
||V ||Lp + C2||an−1||2W 1p
)
≤ k1||V ||Lp + k2||an−1||2W 1p , (7)
where k1 = ||T ||[Lp,W 1p ], k2 = k1C2, and C is again the embedding onstant for
W 1p →֒ L2p.
Lemma 1. We assume that ||V ||Lp ≤ 14k1k2 and denote by
W =
√
1
4k22
− k1
k2
||V ||Lp. (8)
Then
1
2k2
−W ≤ ||an0 ||W 1p ≤
1
2k2
+W
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implies that ||an0+1||W 1p ≤ ||an0 ||W 1p and the sequene {an}n≥n0 will be bounded
by ||an0 ||W 1p .
Proof. The inequality (8) an be rewritten as
−W ≤ ||an0||W 1p −
1
2k2
≤W
and hene is equivalent to
||an0 ||2W 1p −
1
k2
||an0||W 1p +
1
4k22
≤W 2 = 1
4k22
− k1
k2
||V ||Lp
and we obtain that
||an0 ||2W 1p −
1
k2
||an0||W 1p +
k1
k2
||V ||Lp ≤ 0
and using (7)
||an0+1||W 1p ≤ k1||V ||Lp + k2||an0||2W 1p ≤ ||an0 ||W 1p .

Theorem 1. Suppose that n > p ≥ n
2
> 1, p ∈ R, and ||V ||Lp ≤ 14k1k2 . Then the
equation
a = T (V + |a|2)
has at least one solution with
||a||W 1p ≤
1
2k2
+
√
1
4k22
− k1
k2
||V ||Lp.
Proof. From 1 we immediately see that
||an−1||W 1p ≤
1
2k2
+W ⇒ ||an||W 1p ≤
1
2k2
+W.
If we start with a0 ∈ W 1p (G) suh that ||a0||W 1p ≤ 12k2+W then the sequene {an}n∈N
is bounded from above by
1
2k2
+W. Hene there exists a subsequene {an′} ⊂ W 1p (G)
with an′ ⇀ a as n
′ →∞. Due to the ontinuity of T : Lp(G)→W 1p (G) we onlude
a = T (V + |a|2).
The norm estimates follows from the weak onvergene of an′ in a onvex set. 
But we an do better
Theorem 2. We assume that
(1) n > p ≥ n
2
> 1, p ∈ R,
(2) ||V ||Lp ≤ 14k1k2 ,
(3) a0 ∈ W 1p (G) and tr a0 ∈ imQ ∩W 1−1/pp (Γ),
(4) ||a||W 1p ≤ 12k2 −
√
1
4k2
2
− k1
k2
||V ||Lp.
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and dene the sequene {an}n∈N by
an = T (V + |an−1|2), n = 1, 2, . . . .
Then there exists a unique solution a ∈ W 1p (G) with tr a ∈ imQ∩W 1−1/pp (Γ) of
a = T (V + |a|2).
Moreover, the sequene {an}n∈N onverges to a in W 1p and the solution a fulls
the estimate
||a||W 1p ≤
1
2k2
−
√
1
4k22
− k1
k2
||V ||Lp.
Proof. To apply Banah's x-point theorem we investigate the ontrativity of the
mapping T (v + |a|2). At rst we get
||an − an−1||W 1p = ||T (|an−1|2 − |an−2|2)||W 1p ≤ k1 || |an−1|2 − |an−2|2 ||Lp.
Furthermore,
|| |an−1|2 − |an−2|2 ||Lp = ||(|an−1| − |an−2|)(|an−1|+ |an−2|)||Lp
≤ || |an−1| − |an−2| ||L2p|| |an−1|+ |an−2| ||L2p
≤ || |an−1| − |an−2| ||L2p|| |an−1|2||1/2Lp + || |an−2|2||1/2Lp
≤ || |an−1| − |an−2| ||L2p
(
C||an−1||W 1p + C||an−2||W 1p
)
≤ 2C|| |an−1| − |an−2| ||L2p
(
1
2k2
−
√
1
4k22
− k1
k2
||V ||Lp
)
Now, we use that an−1 and an−2 are vetor-valued and onlude
|| |an−1|−|an−2| ||L2p ≤ || |an−1−an−2| ||L2p ≤ || |an−1−an−2|2||1/2Lp ≤ C||an−1−an−2||W 1p .
Then the ontrativity onstant an be bound from above by
L = 2k1C
2
(
1
2k2
−W
)
= 2k2
(
1
2k2
−W
)
= 1− 2k2W = 1−
√
1− 4k1k2||V ||Lp.

Remark 3. Atually, it is no problem to nd a suitable a0 ∈ W 1p (G) and
tr a0 ∈ imQ ∩W 1−1/pp (Γ). Obviously, a = ~0 fulls all neessary onditions. But
we have also other possibilities. Choose an arbitrary salar-valued funtion
b(x) suh that ||b||Lp is small enough then a0 = Tb is obviously vetor-valued
and fulls all neessary onditions.
Remark 4. More serious problem is that we had assumed the potential to be
of small Lp-norm whih need not to be fullled. In general the equation
a = T (|a|2) + TV
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is a system of nonlinear Fredholm equations of seond with a weakly singular
integral operator T. Hene methods to solve suh types of nonlinear Fredholm
equations ould be applied.
In what follows we will see that the solution of 6 is losely related to the solution
of the linear Shrodinger equation.
The following onsiderations are an easy generalization from the three dimen-
sional ase whih was treated in [19℄ to the n-dimensional one. We go bak to the
Miura transform whih ould be onsidered as a Riati equation as done in [19℄.
The Riati equation
∂u = pu2 + qu+ r,
where p, q, r are funtions, has reeived a lot of attention espeially beause of
the wide range of appliations in whih it appears. This equation an be redued
into its anonial form
∂w + w2 = −v.
Also the Riati equation is related to the one-dimensional Shrodinger equation
−∆u− vu = 0 (9)
with a funtion v by the substitution
w =
∂u
u
= ∂ ln u.
Therefore the logarithmi derivative (in the sense of Marhenko) of a salar-valued
funtion u suh that u 6= 0 in G, is dened as
∂˘u = u−1Du = D(lnu).
Proposition 1 ((f. [19℄)). The salar-valued funtion ϕ is a solution of the
Shrodinger equation (9) if and only if a := ∂˘ϕ is a solution of the Miura
transform
Da = v + |a|2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a funtion ϕ suh that a = ∂˘ϕ. Then
Da =
1
ϕ2
|Dϕ|2 − 1
ϕ
∆ϕ, and |a|2 = 1
ϕ2
|Dϕ|2,
and thus
Da− |a|2 = − 1
ϕ
∆ϕ = v ⇐⇒ −∆ϕ− vϕ = 0.
Conversely, if ϕ is a solution of the Shrodinger equation a = ∂˘ϕ is a solution of
the Miura transform. 
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6. Appliation to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
Our onsiderations of the physial bakground of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
is based on the paper [31℄ and [32℄. The Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the order
parameter of the mean eld theory is derived by the Fermi's zero-range pseudo-
potential [10℄ and [30℄.
6.1. Bose-Einstein condensate. An ideal Bose gas is a quantum-mehanial ver-
sion of a lassial ideal gas. It is omposed of bosons, whih have an integral value
of spin, and obey Bose-Einstein statistis. The statistial mehanis of bosons
were developed by Satyendra Nath Bose for photons, and extended to massive
partiles by Albert Einstein who realized that an ideal gas of bosons would form
a ondensate at a low enough temperature, unlike a lassial ideal gas. This on-
densate is known as a Bose-Einstein ondensate.
In dilute gases, only binary ollisions are taken into aount. The Hamiltonian of
the interating system is:
Hˆ =
∫
dxΨˆ†(x)
[
− ~
2
2m
∆+ V (x)
]
Ψˆ(x)+
+
1
2
∫
dx dx′Ψˆ†(x)Ψˆ†(x′)U(x− x′)Ψˆ(x′)Ψˆ(x),
where Ψˆ is the annihilation operator, m the mass of a single boson, ~ redued
Plank onstant. Experimental realizations of Boson-Einstein ondensate with
dilute atomi gases has been ahieved in a trapping potential V (x), whose shape
is harmoni.
The time evolution of the ondensate is given by the Heisenberg equation
i~
∂
∂t
Ψˆ(x, t) =
[
Ψˆ, Hˆ
]
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∆+ V (x) +
∫
Ψˆ†(x′, t)U(x − x′)Ψˆ(x′, t)
]
Ψˆ(x, t).
The mean-eld approximation onsists in replaing Ψˆ by the lassial eld Ψ0. In
the integral ontaining U(x′ − x), this is a bad approximation for short distanes.
However, only ollisions at low energy are relevant, whih an be desribed by a
single parameter: the s-wave sattering length α. Then one an write:
U(x′ − x) = gδ(x− x′) with g = 4π ~
2 α
m
.
And we obtain the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
i~
∂
∂t
Ψ0(x, t) =
(
− ~
2
2m
∆+ V (x) + g|Ψ0(x, t)|2
)
Ψ0(x, t),
whih is valid if
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• the number of atoms in the ondensate ≫ 1,
• low temperature
• α ≪ average distane between atoms: ν¯α3 ≪ 1 (ν is the density of the
gas).
Here, we have the Fermi pseudo-potential (given by the Dira distribution) has
one parameter { the sattering length. Thus, the simplest model whih an de-
sribe nonloal repulsive interations involves introdution of an eetive potential
with two parameters: the strength of interation and the interation range. The
symmetry properties and the assumption of short-range interations is enough to
single out the eetive potential with two parameters. For spherially symmetri
interation the U depends only on the relative distane U(x − x′) = U(|x − x′|).
Its Fourier image is then a real funtion of the squared wave number k :
Uˆ = Uˆ(k2).
For the Fermi pseudo-potential is Uˆ = 1. In the next order of approximation we
take the Lorentzian:
Uˆ = (1 + α2k2)−1.
The Lorentzian has been used reently as an approximation of the nite-range
potential. In three dimensions the Lorentzian orresponds to the Yukawa eetive
potential:
U3D =
1
4πα2x
exp
(
−x
α
)
,
and in two dimensions the eetive interation potential is given by
U2D =
1
2πα2
K0
(x
α
)
,
where K0(z) is the MaDonald's funtion.
In the following we will use the operator form for the eetive potential:
Λ = 1− α2∇2 = 1− α2∆.
Whih allows to onsider the nonloal Gross-Pitaevskii equation as a system with
an additional dependent variable F desribing the nonlinear term:
(1− α2∇2)F = |ψ|2, (10)(
i~
∂
∂t
+
~2
2m
∆− V (x)− gF
)
Ψ0(x, t) = 0. (11)
6.2. Stationary Gross-Pitaevskii equation.
We obtain the stationary Gross Pitaevskii equation by setting
Ψ0(x, t) = ϕ(x)e
−iµt/~, where µ is the hemial potential,
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and then (
− ~
2
2m
∆+ V (x) + g|ϕ(x)|2
)
ϕ(x) = µϕ(x), or
(1− α2∇2)F (x) = |ϕ(x)|2, (12)(
− ~
2
2m
∆+ gF (x) + V (x)− µ
)
ϕ(x) = 0. (13)
Where the nonlinear equation is equivalent to a system of linear equations. Here,
we see that the stationary Gross-Pitaevskii equation ts perfet in our shema.
Equation (12) is a Helmholtz equation(
−∆− 1
(iα)2
)
F (x) =
1
α2
|ϕ(x)|2
with onstant wave number and equation (13) is a (stationary) Shrodinger equa-
tion (
−∆− −2m
~2
(gF (x) + V (x)− µ)
)
ϕ(x) = 0,
of whih ϕ is a solution if and only if
a = ∂˘ϕ = ϕ−1Dϕ = D(lnϕ)
is a solution of the Miura transform
Da− |a|2 = −2m
~2
(gF (x) + V (x)− µ) .
6.3. Non-stationary Gross-Pitaevskii equation.
Also the non-stationary Gross-Pitaevskii equation
i~
∂
∂t
ψ(x, t) =
(
− ~
2
2m
∆+ V (x) + g|ψ(x, t)|2
)
maybe written as a system of linear equations:
(1− α2∇2)F (x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2, (14)((
−i~ ∂
∂t
− ~
2
2m
∆
)
+ V (x) + gF (x, t)
)
ψ(x, t) = 0. (15)
Equation (14) is again equivalent to a Helmholtz equation with onstant wave
number but the seond equation (15) has due to the part F (x, t) a potential whih
depends on the time t.
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